
God’s Word also tells us that he used the fly to humble a nation (Exodus 8) and rebuke his people for their sin (Exodus 16:20). Flies proclaim the Lord as “The God Who Humbles” probably more than any other creature. It is impossible to know the comfort of Christ’s love, the certainty of his promises, and the richness of his salvation without humility. The Lord humbles people because he cares for them! Houseflies are the most widespread insect on our planet. Where there is man, there are flies. Like it or not, flies are a fairly constant, but gentle, reminder of our sin. 
Nations have tried to wipe flies from the face of the earth using chemicals such as DDT, but to no avail. It seems that our Creator will not allow this to happen. Until all sin is removed from the world, flies will continue to be associated with death, disease, and dung. In heaven, flies may be absent, but for the time being let’s humbly allow them to remind us to worship our Creator and Savior, Jesus Christ, with great reverence and awe (Hebrews 12:28)!

d i g g i n g  d e e p e r
Did you know that a housefly’s wings “hum” in the key of F? A mosquito produces a much higher-pitched whining sound because its wings move more rapidly—600 times per second. The midge, the tiniest of flies, beats its wings at an incredible 1,000 times each second!

And what does the LORD require of you? 
To act justly and to love mercy and to  

walk humbly with your God.
M ic a h 6:8
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A  F Ly T O 
R e m e m be R

There’s a poem about  
flies by Ogden Nash  that reads: 

God in his wisdom 
made the fly

And then forgot 
to tell us why.

God didn’t forget to tell us why. We’re just not paying attention! Indeed, Christ’s otherworldly wisdom is seen in his construction of flies. But more than anything else, Jesus uses flies to lovingly and gently teach us about humility.     
Some things in creation are unpleasant and difficult to discuss. Flies are one of them. . . . They enjoy dead things and are attracted 

to our sweaty feet. These denizens of dung also love the smell of our breath as we sleep. Flies seem to sense little difference between our body odors and the stench of decay—not very flattering, is it? Adding insult to injury, these pests just won’t leave us alone; we thus have the origin for the colloquial saying, “Stop bugging me!”
Despite the fact that a fly enjoys such penetrating and robust “fragrances,” it lacks a nose.  
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He spoke, and there came  

swarms of flies, and gnats  

throughout their country. 

Ps a l m 105:31

Iridescent fly
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Its sense of smell, instead, is located in its antennae. Jesus specially 
tuned a fly’s antennae so that 
stinky things smell really good. 
Pungent feet are as sweet as flowers; a fly doesn’t seem to know the 
difference between toes and a rose!

There are many odors associated with the fall of mankind, chemicals produced by rotting plants and 
animals—such as ammonium 
carbonate, hydrogen sulfide, and 
trimethylamines. In the truest 
sense, these scents are revolting to 
people because they remind us of 
sin. In fact, the Bible likens sin to 
things that smell bad (Ecclesiastes 
10:1, Isaiah 4:4, James 1:21). 

During the days of Jesus, there 
was a ravine southwest of Jerusalem where garbage was burned. Called 
Gehenna, it was an awful spot 
where the stench of burning rubbish filled the air. So terrible was the 
sight and smell of Gehenna that it 
came to represent hell in the minds of people (Mark 9:43-48), the place where sin is eternally punished. As long as sin flourishes, flies will be 

around to remind us of it. Perhaps 
this is why people hate flies!

On a more joyful note, an 
investigation into a fly’s design 
shows us our Creator’s holy wisdom. A housefly, for instance, has 150 
“teeth”—but doesn’t bite, no 
lungs—yet can breathe, taste buds 
on its feet, and five eyes upon its 
face. It is the most common insect 
on earth—yet lives less than a 
month. Its taste buds, as fashioned by Christ, are ten million times 
more sensitive than our own. 
Something that is bland or dull 
to our palate may very well be 
delicious to these insects. Maybe 
this is a foretaste of what’s in store 
for us in heaven? Not that our 
heavenly bodies will resemble flies, of course . . . or maybe they will 
(see Ezekiel 1:5-21, for instance).

Although female flies prefer 
dung, male flies often sip the 
nectar of flowers. Why the 
difference? A mother fly lays her 
eggs in stinky stuff, instead of 
flowers, because dead things are 
usually a good source of protein 
and nutrients for her growing 
babies (maggots), something 
flowers can’t fully provide.

Scientists have placed 
flies into an order of 

insects called Diptera. 
The term diptera means 
“two wings,” and all true 
flies—mosquitoes, gnats, 
midges, houseflies—have 
two wings, not four like 
bees and grasshoppers. 
When Jesus created life on 
Earth, he was pleased to 
make more than 120,000 
different kinds of flies.

A fly’s wings also 
“speak” loudly of our Creator’s 
wisdom. It’s Christ’s skillful 
design of their wings that makes it difficult for us to kill these insects. He covered a Diptera’s wings with 
extremely delicate hairs—hairs so 
sensitive that they can detect the 
slightest change in air currents 
created when a person tries to swat it. That’s why flyswatters have holes in them. The more holes, the less the air is disturbed. Jesus also equipped a fly’s body with something called 

balancers (additionally known as 
halteres). They are knobby organs 
found at the base of the wings that act as gyroscopes, allowing a fly to 
veer quickly and dodge that rapidly approaching newspaper. And a fly’s eyes work ten times faster than ours, making quick getaways a cinch.

A fly’s mouthparts are very 
complex, and not all flies are alike. 

Houseflies, for instance, do not 
bite. Jesus provided them long 
tongues with “sponges” on the 
ends, which are used to slurp up 
anything that is wet and tasty. The mouth of a mosquito or a stable 
fly has the shape of a hypodermic 
needle so that blood can easily be 
obtained from other creatures. 
A horsefly and a deerfly possess 
daggers for mouthparts. They use 
these “knife blades” to cut open 
skin. Now you know why deerfly 
and horsefly bites are so painful!

The common fly reminds us 
that God is holy (otherworldly) 
and worthy of worship. God is 
utterly unlike us (Isaiah 55:8). He 
doesn’t think as we do—a fact 
plainly revealed by this creature 
whose appearance is so alien to us. 
Through this animal, we see the 
Lord’s creative and wise design. 

Horsefly head
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